Royal Monmouthshire Royal Engineers (Militia)

Regimental Newsletter - August 16
Lieutenant Colonel Scott Spencer TD R Mon RE(M)

Firstly, it is an honour to return as Commanding Officer of the Regiment I
joined some 27 years ago as a Sapper and have spent the majority of my
reserve career serving.
This is my first newsletter since taking command of the Regiment back in
February. The content covers a lot of the regimental highlights of the last
6 months, including some snapshots of Sqn activity, effectively covering
the end of the last training year till mid-August. Going forward we will
endeavour to produce these newsletters quarterly. I thought it especially
important to begin compiling comprehensive updates on our activity and
success, not only to keep you informed, but as importantly to build on the
last regimental history published back in the mid-nineties.
As ever, the Regiment is well manned, maintaining a good level of varied
training and engaged with its local communities. In addition, the results of
the annual round of numerous Inspection and Assurance regimes
continue to produce Green gradings across the board.
We continue to work hard to grow to 125% of our manning liability, within a competitive recruiting
landscape. We are aided by a diverse and strong recruiting footprint, combined with a stable training
budget. The opportunities for being a reserve Sapper have arguably never been better, with soldiers
training, on exercise or on operations across 3 continents in the last year alone.
The Regimental Website showcases all of the key events in the calendar. As a focal point for the wider
Regimental family; please give it a look. Our social media footprint continues to expand – I would ask that
you help spread the Militia word further by following, liking, sharing and re-tweeting the Regiment‘s activity.
Finally, I would like to thank all of you for your hard work; Militiamen past and present, civilian staff, families
and those in the wider community who support the unit. We couldn't achieve what we do without you!
Yours aye,

Lt Col SM Spencer
Monmouth Castle, August 2016

Ex MILITIA ASSAULT 2016 – Chickerell Camp
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SUPPORT TO OPERATIONS:
The regiment continues to meet it key requirement; to enable operations through the mobilisation of
Individual Augmentees (IAs). A total of seven reservists are mobilised overseas currently.


Op FORTIFY - The Regiment is over 104% manned against its Op FORTIFY targets, and as a
designated High Growth Unit will aim to increase in size to 125% of its manning liability over the
period out to March 2019, some 525+ soldiers in total.
Of particular note, 100 Fd Sqn now sits at 150% of its manning liability, contains almost half of the
Regiments soldiers and continues to grow! 225 Fd Sqn is ramping up its efforts and is currently sat
at a very healthy 107% manning.
Our main challenges over the coming year will be growing manning at RHQ Tp, Jersey Field
Squadron and generating a much larger cohort of young officers at 225 Fd Sqn.
The Regiment continues to get support from 22, 26 and 35 Engr Regts in the form of Regular
personnel. In addition we have a Regular second tour Tp Comd posted in to act as a mentor for our
young officers.



Op SHADER - We have one soldier deployed in Iraq and the Levant in support of operations,
helping to develop the Iraqi Army and build their capability.



Op TOSCA - 36 Engr Regt are currently deployed as part of the United Nations Peacekeeping
Force in Cyprus. Amongst its' number are 6 Militiamen from across the Regiment who are nearing
the end of their 6 month tour during which they have been conducting peace support activity
including facilities improvement works.



Op TRENTON - Reservists from across 8 Engr Bde are likely to deploy over the next 2-3 years in
support of the UN Mission in South Sudan. These will be arduous tours, and R Mon RE(M) soldiers
will have opportunities to mobilise in due course.

UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus.

Training and Mentoring in Iraq.
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REGIMENTAL ACTIVITY FEBRUARY – AUGUST 2016:
-

FEBRUARY

-

Ex FROZEN DRAGON (5-14 Feb 16) returned to the Samoen area of Flaine in France. For many years the
exercise has delivered not only an excellent standard of AT, but it continues to develop large numbers of
increasingly skilled and adventurous skiers.
The main RV point was 100 Fd Sqn in Cwmbran where all documentation, vehicles and kit were issued and
checked through. Three minibuses then set off along the M4 heading for the Channel Tunnel at the start of
an 18 hour slog down to Flaine.
The Regiment took over 3 Chalets in the area and self-catered throughout. The instructors delivered Ski
Foundation training at levels 1, 2 and 3 (Novice, Intermediate and Ski touring). The next step is to become
a military skiing instructor or “Ski Leader”.
The exercise yet again progressed the bulk of the skiers through to the next level and has produced two
more in house Ski Leaders.
As ever, the Regiment is extremely grateful to the Regimental Trust for the support it receives across the
board.

The following is the April 16 Sapper Mag article penned by Maj Gareth Stockman:
On a bright sunny February day (no chance of that in Wales), 28 soldiers from R Mon RE(M)
deployed from Cwmbran on a road trip to Samoen, France for a week of Alpine Skiing and Ski
Tour Training.
I was placed in a group with the boss, Lt Col Scott Spencer and others looking to acquire the
Ski Foundation Level Two (SF2) qualification. The aim of the week was to develop a group of
good skiers into better skiers by pushing us out of our comfort zones and the first day was spent
on the piste getting back into the skills and drills previously taught and involved plenty of pole
exercises to enhance our abilities for what was to come.
The skiing all week was going to be tough and this started on the second day with some
challenging off piste introduction with plenty of coaching to get us down the hills. Pole - plant turn was the message for the next few hours along with "pop and glide". The challenge was a
short off piste run through some trees that produced a few laughs on route, WO2 Andy Jones
clearly had issues with WO2 Terry Gorbutt and tried to end his life when a great run came to a
dramatic end.
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As the week progressed the effort put in by
all clearly equalled reward and the skiing
ability came on in leaps and bounds. By
day four we were all skiing like legends in
the making and could see ourselves
entering the RE games with a chance of a
medal, more than likely for squash than
skiing, but still a medal.
All were now in ski mode and loving the
mountains, the weather was still very
demanding but the snow underfoot was
great and offered the ideal training
opportunity. Skills were being improved
and it was clear to see that we should all
make the grade of SF2 by the end of the
course.

Emergency evacuation drills

The week finished with a morning of the skins on the ski touring skis and steadily making our
way high up onto one of the peaks where we carried out avalanche transceiver drills and post
avalanche rescue before a free ski for all in the afternoon. The week was challenging and
demanding but enjoyable with some cracking laughs, top team building and new skills learnt by
all. All those that required it gained SF2 and, with a week or so back on the sloped will be ready
for their SF3.
Demolitions Training Weekend - Salisbury Plain (20-21 Feb 16). The Regiment based itself out of
Knook Camp for the weekend. The principal aim of the weekend was to conduct live demolitions, whilst our
resident plant experts carried out the construction of a large road culvert elsewhere on the training area.
For those not familiar with it, the demolitions pit on Salisbury plain is bleak at the best of times. The weather
conspired against us with steady rain showers which rapidly turned the dems pit into a scene which would
not have looked out of placed in the Somme. Mud, mud, glorious mud!
As part of a reinvigorated recruiting drive we continue to focus on recruiting fresh new potential officers to
the unit. This weekend was no different and there were 26 O/Cdts from Bristol, Birmingham and Wales
UOTC's all of whom had a hands on taste of life as a sapper.
The unit hosted the Chief Royal Engineer, Lt Gen Sir Mark Mans and the Corps Colonel, Colonel Don
Biggar who took a very keen interest in the training, and were fully engaged by all present. The visit
encompassed the live Dems phase and an opportunity to be talked through the explosive effects expected
on a wide range of demolition targets. From there it was off to the almost complete culvert tasks being
constructed by the plant team under WO1 Al Hayes.
Saturday evening was put to very good use, and the Regiment was very kindly allowed the use of the
Officers Mess at 22 Engr Regt by the CO Lt Col Dave Bickers, which enabled a presentation to the O/Cdts
by our Regular Tp Comd mentor and some of our own Reserve Officers. Activity such as this helps recruit
for both the Regular and Reserve Army.
Sunday’s activity included a timed stretcher race, which led straight into a run through the obstacles making
up the Copehill Down Urban Assault Course. This is part of a continuing drive to raise and maintain
physical standards.
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Inter sub-unit equipment race

Chief Royal Engineer(left) visits dems range

The urban assault course at Copehill Down

100 Fd Sqn Construction Task at RAF St Athan

100 Fd Sqn Infantry Training Weekend in Caerwent during February
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-

MARCH -

VISIT (10 Mar 16). The Regiment hosted a visit by Comd 12 (Force Support) Engineer Group and his team.
MATTs Weekend (11-12 Mar 16). March saw the Regiment head down to Penally camp on the
Pembroke coast. The weekend afforded all who were attending the chance to complete their Military
Annual Training Tests (MATTs) ready for bounty at the end of the training year. The weekend had the
added benefit of being a Rugby International weekend which included the Wales v Ireland and England V
Scotland matches. Most ventured into town to sample the delights of the pubs and bars in town in the
evening. It wasn't too late a night as Sunday saw the bulk of the unit donning their bergans and rifles then
jumping on the transport down to Templeton Airfield in order to complete the 8 mile Combat Fitness Test in
the required 2 hours under the watchful eye of our resident lead PTI SSgt Heycock.
Those who had completed their MATT's already were afforded an opportunity to go mountain biking
amongst some glorious scenery supervised by WO2 Terry Gorbutt; luckily the weather held!
The Regiment continues to outperform the bulk of our 160X peers in qualifying our soldiers for bounty.
Spean Bridge - Commando Speed March (11 Mar 16).
By Capt Dave Jones and WO2 Savage.
On 11th March 2016, seven members of 225 Field Squadron
Royal Monmouthshire Royal Engineers Militia completed the
annual Commando Memorial speed march. The team
members were Capt Jones, WO2 Savage, WO2 Richardson,
Sgt Arnold and LCpls Darby, Foley and Morris.
The team was ably supported by Cpl Mullett and LCpl
Williams. After carefully checking and weighing kit we
travelled by minibus to the Scottish Highlands, arriving at
Roy Bridge several hours later. Having settled in the village
hall which was to be our accommodation, we met up with the
March organisers in order to go firm on timings for the
following day.
225 Fd Sqn Speed March Team
Saturday morning started off dry and cool with reasonable conditions for the event, but deteriorated later
when it started to rain. After a hearty breakfast we moved to Spean Bridge and recced the March route so
that the team could see the inclines and turns of the experience that was about to come. At ten thirty sharp
the race started and the main body set off from Spean Bridge railway station for the first leg.
The course consists of a 7 mile road march climbing around 400 feet out of Spean Bridge on the A82
before forking left onto the B8004 to pass the imposing Commando Memorial at the 1.5 mile point. The
route then descends on an undulating single track road to cross the canal bridge at Gairlochy having
covered 3.5 miles. Turning right onto the B8005, the next 1.5 miles are on an undulating tarmac road
through woodland to the estate gates at Achnacarry.
The last mile of the course is a steady incline and drop to the house with the telephone box around three
hundred yards out from the finish signalling the final sprint for the line. The original Second World War
route is run in boots carrying a 36 pound (16 kg) bergen. Entry is open to serving military personnel
(individuals and teams) and members of recognised bodies.
In 1996 the original World War II Commando course speed March was reconstructed to raise funds for the
Commando Benevolent Fund and the Airborne Forces Charities as well as other charitable bodies. This
has now become an established annual military event attracting over 300 regular and reservist tri service
entrants a year. The march is held over the original course between Spean Bridge Railway Station and
Achnacarry House in the Scottish Highlands.
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The initial march took place when the volunteers arrived at Spean Bridge Station. It was not unusual for
them to be ordered to leave the train on the opposite side to the platform and any man injured jumping
down on the track would be RTU'd. Heavy kit would be placed upon the waiting transport and the troops
were then force marched to the gates of Achnacarry House carrying their fighting order weighing 36
pounds.
The time allowed to cover the 7 mile route was 1 hour. Any recruits who failed to achieve this time were
about turned and RTU'd by the next train. Prior to arriving at Spean Bridge, the recruits had undergone
basic fitness training at Wrexham to ensure that they stood a good chance of completing the march.
Our team completed the event in good order with no injuries, an incredible experience to compete with
regular and reserve Commando and Paratroops.
Finally, after the group photograph at Achnacarry involving the three hundred plus competitors, we moved
to the iconic Commando Memorial for photographs and to absorb the atmosphere.
HMS MONMOUTH Freedom Parade (20 Mar 16). Whilst berthed in Cardiff, HMS Monmouth conducted a
visit to her home town of Monmouth to celebrate her links with the town by means of a Freedom Parade.
Marching in time-honoured fashion with bayonets fixed and colours flying through the busy street in
Monmouth, the sailors, led by the band of the Royal Marines Plymouth, marched to be inspected by
Monmouth’s Mayor, Graham Pritchard; Commodore Toby Elliott, Chief Executive of the charity Combat
Street; Lieutenant Colonel Andrew Tuggey, High Sheriff for Gwent; Nick Ramsey, Assembly Member for
Monmouth, and; David Davies, Monmouth MP.

HMS Monmouth exercising the Freedom of Monmouth
The Regiment hosted Commander Philip Tilden and the ships company of HMS Monmouth at Great Castle
House after they exercised their Freedom of the town. The Mayor was presented with a cheque for £640 for
his charities, which had been raised by the crew over the previous month from events such as Ride the
Rebellion, where a team from HMS Monmouth cycled the 212 mile route which James Scott, the Duke of
Monmouth, had taken in 1685 in his failed attempt to overthrow King Charles II and it was this that led to
him being known as ‘The Black Duke’.
The crew celebrated the ships 350th birthday of the
coast of Plymouth. The first ship to bear the name
was commissioned on March 5th 1666.
Did you know: “The Black Duke”, has more Battle
Honours than any other RN Warship, flies a black
flag and has black, rather than the traditional RN
red, name plates?
Next for HMS Monmouth is two months of rigorous operational sea training to ready the ship and the ship’s
company for deployment.
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-

APRIL

-

Infantry Training Exercise, Sennybridge (15-16 Apr 16)
Sennybridge did not disappoint as a venue for testing soldiers past and present. The weather was
challenging, with sporadic showers and bitterly cold temperatures throughout. RHQ set itself up in one of
the farms on the area, while the Squadron elements deployed tactically further afield. The principle aims of
the weekend were to refresh the sections and young officers on:






Section and Troop attacks
Occupying harbour areas
Fighting Patrols including ambush drills
Close Target Recce
The orders process

While this training was going on the command element got together to discuss recruiting, MS and other
items. The chefs worked their normal magic in the field, raising morale from the stomach upwards!

Infantry skills in Sennybridge

Military catering skills put to the test

VISITS. Lt Col Martin Browning (former OC 225) dropped in to the Castle. Martin is now an SO1 serving
with the Allied Rapid Reaction Corps (ARRC) Joint Fires Cell.
DIY SOS (11-15 Apr 16). The well-known TV programme DIY SOS paid a visit to a deserving Monmouth
family. Members of the Regiment were able to join other local volunteers and tradesmen in assisting with
the very successful house project a small distance up the road from the Castle, just past the Haberdashers
School. The programme will be shown on the BBC during November this year, and we hope to gain some
visibility. A learning point from this process was that engaging in these types of tasks (formerly MACC
tasks) is much more complicated to pull off than would have been these case a few years ago.

Volunteers from the Regiment support DIY SOS in Monmouth
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Force Troops Command - Operational Shooting Competition (23-24 Apr 16)
FTC is our 2* headquarters. On its formation it took responsibility for what was previously the Corps Skill At
Arms Meeting (CORPSAAM). The Regiment has had a hugely successful shooting team dating back to the
mid-nineties.
100 Fd Sqn was given the lead in re-forming the team. With only the briefest of range time they generated
two teams and some individual firers in order to compete. This included some who were available at short
notice and zeroed on the morning of the competition! The competition was very stiff as ever, however the
Regiment still managed to pull off an extremely respectable third place behind polished teams from 71 Engr
Regt and 170 (Infra) Gp.
The team produced the Corps Champion Shot runner up, Champion officer and Champion LSW shot
amongst other successes. We’ll be back next year for the team trophy – The Chatham Shield.
Interested in joining the team? - Contact the shooting team captain, Lt Falconer, at 100 Fd Sqn.
-

MAY

-

Liberation Day – Jersey (9 May 16).
Liberation Day is celebrated in Jersey each
year on 9 May, marking the end of the German
occupation during World War II. Jersey Field
Squadron once again supported this event.

Officers of Jersey Field Squadron in full
dress regalia supporting the Jersey
Liberation Day (left).

Close Quarter Combat (CQB) Training. RHQ Tp used
their contacts to pull in some favours during May, with an
excellent training weekend based at Monmouth and
Pwllholm. It consisted of a staged progression in a range of
current CQB techniques which included: building and
compound clearance, hostage rescue and familiarisation
with modern CQB equipment.
CQB skills at Pwllholm (right)
72nd Anniversary of building the Amazon Bridge. On
the 14th May 225 Fd Sqn held a formal dinner to mark the
72nd anniversary of the building of the Amazon Bridge and
to celebrate an extremely important historical event for the
Squadron and the Corps of the Royal Engineers.
The evening is to honour the heroics and extraordinary
efforts of the members of the Squadron who bridged the
River Rapido at Monte Cassino, under constant enemy fire,
during the Italian Campaign of 1944. The event was
attended by serving and past members of both the Officers’
and WO’ & Sgts’ messes. The senior guest present was
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the Assistant Commander 8 Engineer Brigade, Col David Jones MBE QVRM.
Corps Symposium (17 May 16). The Corps held its Annual Symposium at Gibraltar Barracks during May.
The symposium is an excellent forum where the audience gets a pan Corps update on activity, manning
and capability etc. There were a large number of serving and ex-Militiamen in attendance, almost all of
whom were rounded up for a photo outside the RE Warfare Wing.

Militiamen at the Corps Symposium
L-R Are:
 Maj Ben Hawkins, former Tp Comd at Oldbury, now a regular SO2 based down at Abbey Wood
 Maj Charlie Montgomery, fresh in as OC JFS
 Maj Rob Monger, former Adjutant, now an SO2 at PJHQ
 Capt Taff Hamilton, former RSM, now 3 AES Sqn (22 Engr) Ech Comd. Missed the summer ball due to short
notice mobilisation for sunnier climates.
 CO - Scott Spencer. (Ex 108, 225, 101,100, and RHQ) freshly posted in from 8 Engr Bde.
 Maj Taff O'Grady, former PSI at 108, currently DCOS 29 EOD Gp, moving on promotion to Lt Col, in charge of
Essential Services at the RSME in Chatham.
 Lt Col Andrew Windram (ex OC 100 Sqn), now in Command of 75 Engr Regt.
 The Adjutant.
 WO1 Jones, RSM.
 Missing from the photo: Maj Craig Steadman - last seen heading for the buffet!

The Mow Cop Killer Mile (19 May). A recognised uphill endurance road race that attracts a large field of
semi-pro, club and recreational runners from across the country. It is an annual event that usually takes
place on an early evening in May. A number of separate races took place, ranging from junior runners to
club, all-comers and veteran races. 225 Fd Sqn entered a team of approximately 12 individuals who
completed the race as a squadded group, wearing combats and webbing.
Mow Cop Hill marks the border between North Staffordshire at its northern extremity, and South Cheshire
and it is also the southernmost peak of the Pennine Chain. Initially, it rises gradually from the Cheshire
plain at the start point of the race at Kent Green. The gradient of the hill gradually increases to a more
challenging and "contour-rich" section in the final third of the race, finally reaching the finish line close to
Mow Cop Folly some 335m above sea level.

Regimental Training at Monmouth (21-22 May 16). The weekend presented an ideal opportunity to
cover a raft of Offr & SNCO development training in parallel with some self-help Artisan training tasks in
Vauxhall Camp.
The wooden gable ends of Twynham Huts were in a state of disrepair due to two decades of weather
action. The ends nearest Smeeden hall were stripped out and replaced to a very high standard with new
treated timber and flashing. Given the height the soldiers were working at, it was an ideal opportunity to
train on a mobile elevating platform. The distant ends of the huts will be replaced at a later date.
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Refurbishment of the gable ends at Vauxhall Camp.
The track from the car park to the old Vauxhall TAC building (now used as an accommodation block) was
re-laid with fresh stone and shutters, and then compacted down. In addition, the car park (laid down
originally by 225 Fd Sqn on Annual Camp 2006) had the timber posts and rails on its borders replaced and
concreted in for good measure.
The evening presented an excellent opportunity to host another Sabrage evening. Also invited were a
number of officer cadets from Bristol OTC. The event was officiated by Mr Nicholas Whitehead, ConsulGeneral in Wales of the Confrerie du Sabre d'Or.
Nicholas ably instructed the newbies on how to identify the weak points on the bottles (the confluence of
glass joints with the neck of the bottle) and the technique required for a clean break. Bottles in hand, foils
removed; the bottles were cleanly despatched (well mostly!). All who achieved the task were intoned as
Sabreurs.

Major Williams – OC 225 Fd Sqn

2Lt Rawlins – Tp Offr, 100 Fd Sqn

Our resident expert photographer Sgt Jon Bevan was on duty to capture the event for posterity, maintaining
a good sense of humour on picking up a minor flesh wound when 2Lt Rawlins almost atomised a fine bottle
of bubbly.
Dining Club Luncheon (21 May 16). The Dining Club’s annual luncheon was held in the Officers’ Mess
on Saturday 21st May 2016. This tradition began in 2001 and one of the reasons it was established was to
allow some of the older members, who found attending the annual dinner difficult, the opportunity to
socialise with their friends and former comrades whilst travelling and returning home on the same day.
This year was the sixteenth event which was attended by 42 serving and former officers of the Regiment
and their guests. A most convivial and delicious luncheon ensued, served on the new monogrammed
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Regimental crockery, in our magnificent dining room where the table was bedecked with Regimental silver
complemented by displays of colourful spring flowers. The Chairman, Major Keith Down, presided and read
the apologies for non-attendance along with many messages of goodwill from members who were unable
to be present on this occasion.

Members of the Dining Club and the Regiment enjoy this year’s Luncheon at the Castle.
-

JUNE

-

Combined Cadet Force Camp. The annual Combined Cadet Force Central Camp was held again in
Penally this year. Second only to the Cambrian Patrol in terms of scale, it is one of 160 Bdes largest
commitments.
Over a 3 week period, some 60 cadets each day were taken through a training package of knots and
lashings, watermanship and raft building. Almost 900 cadets benefitted from the training supported by
soldiers from 100 Fd Sqn ably led by SSgt Rod Williams and SSgt 'Scouse' Reason. It was very clear from
the feedback provided by the cadets, that the Sapper training was the most enjoyable. The cadets are a
future generation of Regular and Reserve soldiers in the making.
Welsh Assembly Opening (7th June). - Her Majesty opened the Welsh Assembly at the Senydd in Cardiff
Bay. Soldiers were drawn from a number of units including R Mon RE(M) to line the steps in Blues.
Ex MILITIA ASSAULT - Annual Continuous Training 2016 (Camp 2016!). ACT continues to be the
major training event for the year. The Regiment had, in line with other units, expected to have an overseas
training exercise (OTX) this year. Due to circumstances outside of our control this did not happen.
Undeterred, Training Wing designed a two week package that would build both capability, confidence and
generate enthusiasm.
In overview:
Week 1 was essentially a training, personal development and rehearsal phase based at Chickerell Camp in
Weymouth which would cover: Offr & SNCO development, Cbt Engr, Watermanship and Infantry training
leading up to the Weymouth Beach Assault & Medium Girder Bridge demonstration Build. Weymouth has
been the scene of an RE demonstration each summer for over 20 years, but this was the first time it has
ever been undertaken by a Reserve unit.
SV Pull competition (left) – 225 Fd Sqn won.
Week 2 would see the unit deploy to the backdoor training
area at Gibraltar Barracks, Camberley for a 5 day exercise,
2 days non-tactical, and 3 days tactical.
Whilst the first week was busy, there was some down time!
It was a pleasure for a number of the Officers to catch-up
with Maj (Retd) Dai Davies (ex OC 108) who is still the
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engine room of activity at Wyke Regis camp in his
civilian role. Dai was on fine form as ever, but the
number of Rod Stewart concerts he is attending is
a cause for some concern!
2Lt George Rawlins organised an evening visit to
Sandfort Castle in Weymouth. The fort was one of
a number built by Henry VIII in the 1530's to ward
off potential threats to our shores. In the 1600's it
became a mint during the civil war, subsequently
being manned by the Militia of Wyke Regis! The
visit was followed up by dinner in one of the local
hostelries.
The officers at Sandfort Castle(left) – caption competition?
Several thousand spectators lined the end of the bay as H-Hr approached, including a large number of the
Regimental old boys who had travelled down with the Cwmbran and District Ex Servicemen's Association
(CADESA).

The Regiment put on a cracking capability demonstration in front of the guest of honour, recently elected
Mayor of Weymouth and Portland, Councillor Richard Kosior. The Mayor, hosted by the CO, is fully familiar
with Service life having served in the Royal Navy as an Aircraft Engineer. Some 30 minutes later after the
demonstration had begun, the beach had been assaulted, the enemy (pirates) despatched in a family
friendly manner and a 4 bay MGB was push launched over a sandy gap to applause from the crowds.
Tired, wet and sandy, the team then set about the inevitable strip out of the equipment, returning to
Chickerell Camp for a thoroughly well-deserved BBQ and a cold beer or two.

The Regiment on Weymouth Beach following the Beach Assault and MGB demonstration
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Overseeing the whole task, was former 100 Fd Sqn PSI, WO2 (QMSI) Waterman, in his final days in the
Army as the Wyke Regis Training Area QMSI. He hands over, by strange coincidence, to WO2 (QMSI)
Carroll who leaves 100 Sqn on posting to Wyke.
The beach assault done, the officers and
RSM retired to get into lounge suits and then
headed off to Nothe Fort to join others for a
superb Sapper 300 / REA Weymouth
Branch centenary reception hosted by Col
(Retd) M Gill and his team.
There was no shortage of either Pimms or
delightful canapés. The evening included an
excellent performance by the Portland Sea
Cadets' Corps of Drums.
REA Beating Retreat at Nothe Fort
Week 2.
After the mandatory drivers hours downtime for the all those in charge of vehicles, the Regiment moved enmasse to Minley for the exercise phase. The second week of camp was no less hectic than the first, but
there was time to host a number of visits from the Hon Col, Maj Gen Davies, Hon Col Jersey Field
Squadron, Col Ken Soar and also Asst Comd 8 Engr Bde, Col Dave Jones.
All came out into the field to get a unit update and meet the soldiers during the non-tactical training phase.

Hon Col of JFS talking with SNCOs from the Sqn

Culvert construction task in support of 3 RSME

WO2 Ken Smith and his team provided excellent refreshments as ever, though we suspect the superb
doughnuts weren't rustled up on a number 5 cookset!
Text from this months (Aug 16) Sapper Mag Article:
This year the Royal Monmouthshire Royal Engineers (Militia) deployed on Ex MILITIA ASSAULT
which was held across Southern England and Wales. The two week event was the highlight of
training during the year and the Regiment was able to train and test a wide range of skills and trades.
The first to get underway was the controlled demolition of a condemned building in the Caerwent
Training Area, South Wales. A task originally destined for contractors, the demolition and clearance of
the site presented fantastic plant training for the entire troop using a range of machines.
This was a typical example of how engineer training can benefit training area stakeholders as well as
the troops who gain satisfaction in working on a real and meaningful task. (You can watch the video
on the Facebook page.)
The Regiment had been asked to support the Wyke Regis Training Area in the Weymouth beach
assault demonstration - a highlight event in the local calendar. This was a unique opportunity to
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practise basic infantry skills and show off a Medium Girder Bridge (MGB) build. The run was spent
conducting rehearsals in beach assault drills and push launch MGB builds.
The demonstration teams were also able to carry out valuable brush-up training during the week on
demolitions and water supply in preparation for future exercises. Meanwhile the drivers of the
Regiment were covering a range of vehicle types from Landrover Wolf to Truck Mounted Loader
(TML) and telescopic platforms to lighting towers.
It was not just practical skills being tested, however. The young officers and
SNCOs were familiarised with bridging, water point and bridge demolition recce
proformas. Through syndicate work the group was able to build on the knowledge
of the more experienced members and the all-important site-plan sketching skills
held by some of our young officers who were employed as engineer designers in
civvy street.
The first week culminated in the Weymouth Beach Assault demonstration event;
inserted via rigid inflatable boat (RIB) and Combat Support Boat the assaulting
sections cleared the beach of ill-disciplined pirates before the bridging team, led
by Cpl Cooper, built an MGB in record time!
The exercise presented itself as the perfect opportunity for SSgt
Puckey of the US National Guard to visit the Regiment as part of a
wider UK/US Reservist Exchange programme. By getting involved
with all training events he could get a feeling for the versatility of the
British Sapper and had the added benefit of touring the country and
key historic sites in our trusty minibus.
Luckily the visit will be reciprocated later in the year with a member of
R Mon RE(M) set to visit a range of US training locations; travelling in
the US equivalent of a minibus - a Blackhawk helicopter.
The second week saw a deliberate move from Weymouth to
the Minley training where we went straight into a harbour area
and basic field routine. This had the benefit of all personnel
being tested including the chefs who quickly created a
complete field kitchen and began producing some fantastic
dishes - keeping morale high as the tropical storms of June
2016 hit Hampshire.
The engineer recce skills learnt in Weymouth were put to the
test as young officers and sergeants began recces of bridge
demolition, water point and route upgrade tasks.
Whilst in Minley the unit had the benefit of being able to work on a real time
construction tasks in support of 3 RSME training facilities, building five
culverts, each to a different design, emplaced along the same stretch of
road with the intent of creating a set of examples for students at 3 RSME to
study.
The task started well, under the watchful eye of Lt Jake Falconer and his
team, but after 24 hours on task the heavens opened and down came the
rain, quickly filling the ditches either side of the roadway.
The second half of the build was a battle against sucking mud to complete
the remaining culverts and reinforcing the road banks. Overall a great sense
of achievement from being able to start and finish a real-life task with
challenging time limits and testing weather.
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ARMED FORCES DAY (25-26 June). Armed Forces day parades were held across the
country the day on Saturday 25th June, just as annual camp was finishing.
Oldbury town centre was no different, and 225 Fd Sqn provided a contingent. Also
spotted on the day was WO1 Glen Hartwell (ex MTWO at RHQ) now serving with RHQ
159 Regt RLC.
-

JULY

-

Ex DISTANT COMMUNICATOR (2-3 Jul 16). This year’s London to Brighton 100km 24hr challenge took
place on Saturday 3rd July with the Regiment entering a 10
person squad.
The route starts from Stanford bridge in London and heads
south over the South Downs finishing up in Brighton. The
team started together at a good stead pace except Spr Kerr
who set off at the speed of a 1000 gazelles. As the miles
racked up the team split down into individual teams travelling
at their own pace.
An exceptionally hard but rewarding challenge; everybody
who took part did exceptionally well, and more importantly
they raised £5491.50 for Blind Veterans UK, which will help
the charity continue to support over 4000 blind and vision impaired ex-Service men and women.

SOMME 100 PREPARATIONS (Jul 16). JFS have been busy in the run up to Somme 100, and have
overcome significant logistical challenges in erecting the enormous “Jersey Pal’s” stone in the village of
Guillemont to commemorate the contribution of the Island’s Militia to the First World War and the Battle of
the Somme in particular. The stone, quarried in Jersey, will present a fitting and permanent memorial to the
sacrifice made by the Jersey Militia on the Somme.

The unveiling ceremony will take place at the Ginchy Cross in Guillemont at 1230hrs on the 3rd Sept,
commemorating the ‘Jersey Contingent’.
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Sapper 300 – Militia Festival (9-10 Jul 16). Marking the 300th anniversary of the
Corps of Royal Engineers, Sapper 300 was combined with the relaunched Families
Weekend into a Militia Festival. The Festival was one of a series of events held
across the country this year and was part funded by the Corps.
Current and former members of the Regiment, Corps, wider Regimental family as
well as representatives from the local community gathered at Vauxhall Camp. The
usual organised chaos of kids, dogs, caravans and tents was transformed by WO2 Gorbutt and his team
into a showground with a central events arena for the MGB demo build and inter Squadron tug of war
competition.
Wrapped around this were numerous attractions for children big and small; inflatable rides; bouncy castles,
face painting, wandering Disney characters. To keep the energy levels up there was a Regimental BBQ for
lunch, topped up by a number of fast food stands and the odd bar.
The main stage featured a number of live acts from across South Wales. Dean “Tom” Jones, The
UKOHOLIX (Wales answer to KOL - featuring Capt Steve Gadd), a Disco, a Rock Band from the RE Corps
Band, Shirley Bassey (almost) and the evening was finally closed by Graffiti Park shattering the night sky.
With over 700 wrist bands applied for, the weekend was a fantastic opportunity to see familiar and old faces
alike.
It was great to see Brig John Ridge (ex Bristol Tp) chatting to a group of former Troop members who he
had served with whilst in the Regiment, including Paul Blake and John O'Hara; they clearly did a good job
with their former recruit!
Other VIPs on the Day including the Joint Hon Col, Gen Davis, and Asst Comd 8 Bde, Col Dave Jones (ex
225) and former CO and High Sheriff, Andrew Tuggey.

Hon Col awards the tug-of-war winners

Comd 8X opens the Militia Festival

Bridge build demonstration

Tug-of-war competition in action
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Wye Valley Challenge (5-9 Jul 16). 130 Miles from the source of the River Wye to Monmouth, 4 days, 5
serving soldiers, 5 mountain bikes and 10 feet was all that was required to complete this fantastic challenge
in aid of the excellent chosen charity “Pilgrim Bandits” (pilgrimbandits.org). A charity designed to help
injured soldiers believe in a life worth living again, through adventure and challenge.
The Wye Challenge was completed in 4 long days with the finish planned to coincide with the start of the
Militia Festival 300 for a warm welcome home. All those that attended excelled and finished the challenge
with ease, but more so with a huge smile.
Their efforts not only delivered self-achievement but assisted in raising £663.76 for “Pilgrims Bandits“ and
more importantly made all that attended the Militia 300 event aware of the great work provided by those
that work for this special charity. A big thank you to those that took up this challenge and well done.

Wye Valley Challenge Team

Taking a well-earned rest

Artisan Weekend in Jersey (23-24 Jul 16). For the first time since annual camp 2009, the Regiment
deployed to Jersey. The refurbishment and improvement of the Jersey Scout Group facilities in the island
was the focus of the weekend. The Regiment was able to construct a large fire pit and seating area
bordered by a Hesco Bastion wall, a large timber framed storage shed and new barbecue areas. The
construction tasks were a fantastic example of how our Sappers can gain experience and practice
delivering high quality construction projects which also benefit the local community.

Construction support to the Jersey Scout Group by the Regiment
Visits. The Regiment was visited by former CO, Col (Retd) Richard Luxton and some friends from
Germany, who took time to meet the staff and tour the Castle.
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Officers’ Mess Summer Ball (31 Jul 16). The Summer Ball, held at the Castle, saw a return to a winning
formula. The changes were both clearly welcome and hugely supported by the whole Mess, with in excess
of 180 Mess members, Dining Club members, guests and dignitaries enjoying the evening through to a
cracking breakfast in the early hours.
The level of attendance was not only over
double last years, it was approaching the peak
of the 2004/5 era.
There was a magnificent hot and cold buffet
dinner prepared by Master Chef WO2 Ken
Smith and his team to be eaten in the lavishly
decorated marquee.
Entertainment included a strolling magician,
the dodgems, a casino up in the Mess, dancing
to DJ Gerwain Smith and the excellent band
Feel Good Inc.
The Entertainments Committee headed up by
Maj Stockman did a sterling job pulling it all
together.
It was good to see Wendy back in charge of the front of house,
guiding and directing the “Monmouth Ladies”. All in all, a superb
occasion.
Unfortunately the popular Ceilidh Band, Rig a Jig, the cause of many
a split Mess Kit trousers over the years, has disbanded so a search
is now on for a replacement band for next year.
Already plans are being made so that next year’s Ball will be even
bigger and more spectacular…watch the newsletters for details
nearer the date as tickets (and accommodation!) will be at a
premium.

A youthful looking John Pope

John Carter and Margaret Henderson

Jen Pride failing her military driving test
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225 Fd Sqn Families Weekend (5-7 Aug 16).

Over the period 5-7 August 2016, 225 Fd Sqn held their annual families weekend combined with Sapper
300 celebrations marking the proud 300 year history of the Corps of Royal Engineers.
The event was a great success including childrens activities and live entertainment throughout and was
enjoyed by both serving and past Squadron members along with their families and friends, Walsall and
Birmingham Royal Engineers Association,

The Royal British Legion and SSAFA. The weekend
culminated in an evening of live music and dance to
mark this truly auspicious occasion.

VISITS. Former CO of the Regiment, Lt Col (Retd) Noel Mulliner and his family visited the Castle during a
brief visit to Monmouth.
JFS - Beating Retreat + HAC Band (9 Aug 16). A visit to the States of Jersey by the
Band of the Honourable Artillery Company as part of the annual Battle Of The
Flowers festival, presented the perfect opportunity for JFS to host a Beating Retreat
for VIPs and other guests at Le Quesne Barracks. His Excellency the Lieutenant
Governor General Sir John McColl attended as the Guest of Honour and was
accompanied by the Deputy Bailiff.
Even Miss Battle of the Flowers has been in on the action - seen here (right) armed
with a mine detector having located a buried object at the Sqn Recruiting Stand.
She was understandably reluctant to get onto her belt buckle to confirm
what exactly she had found!
Recruitment Stand
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The Band of the Honourable Artillery Company perform at the Beating Retreat on Jersey.

SUPPORT TO OTHER UNITS:
Always keen to assist where it can, the unit has enabled a number of wider Corps or Army activities
whether by supplying personnel, or offering up facilities. A snapshot to date includes:


Support to Directorate of Manning (Army) - data cleansing personnel records.



Support to the Service Complaints Wing (SC) - helping reduce the SC backlog.



Support to RE Trade Review Project – Assisting the refinement of a number of Sapper trades
including Diving.



Support to the annual 8 Engr Bde reserve training concentrations at Wyke Regis (Ex SPRING and
AUTUMN RIDE).



British Army Training Unit Kenya (BATUK) - WO2 Ham, deployed from Stoke to be the SQMS,
supporting a number of visiting troops and battle groups. Spr Lelai also deployed from Jersey Field
Squadron as a plant operator.



Ex SAILFISH (a Joint Force Enabling Exercise) - RHQ based WO2 Green, deployed for a 3 month
period looking after Engineer Logistics.



Counter IED training support to elements of 1 ISR Brigade.



Training Support to 53 (Wales & Western) Signal Squadron, 39 Signal Regiment



Hosted the Force Troops Command, Commander Equipment Support team seminar and dinner

… and we also continue to host a large number of units at Vauxhall Camp!
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THE REGIMENT ONLINE:



The Regiment has an excellent digital footprint spanning the Regt'l Website (including Dining Club
and Regimental Trust pages) and popular social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter where
all of the units activity can be seen. Please Like and Share!



We've been superbly assisted by the efforts of our in-house SME Sgt John Bevan, an ex press
photographer, who produces and streams online high quality content in near real time. Such is the
mark of his work, he was tasked with getting a front cover image for Sapper Mag, which he has
achieved this month in very short order:

Sapper Mag Front Cover

Sgt Bevan in action
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REAL ESTATE & INFRASTRUCTURE:
Returning to the unit with a fresh pair of eyes, it was clear that some of the real-estate and chattels were in
need of some TLC. In addition to some of the Vauxhall Camp refurbishment work already mentioned, the
QM and his team have carried out or sourced a number of improvements with limited resource and bags of
initiative. Examples include:


The Combat Engineer Tractor and Scout Car in front of the Castle were very weathered, and both
have been given a clean down and a fresh coat of paint, helping to attract people to the Castle
Ruins and Regimental Museum.

Spr Steele painting the Scout Car


Stoke Army Reserve Centre (ARC). Formerly the home of 125 Fd Sqn, 75 Engr Regt is now
managed by 125 Sqn RLC, but there remains an RE Tp det, part of 225 Fd Sqn. With some deft
work the QM negotiated the handover of a conference room back to the RE Tp. The room will be
returned to its former use as the Tp Bar. A victory for common sense and morale. Going forward we
will invest time and effort in the training facilities to further support the troop as it grows.



The Museum doors have been refurbished to a very high standard by Martin Oliver and his team. At
this point both the Castle doors to the foyer and the Archway looked distinctly out of place, and have
now been stripped down and repainted to protect them from the elements by an RFCA contractor.

Reminder: There are a number of Funds from which money can be made available for worthy projects or
events each year to improve the lot of your Troop or Squadron. There are different rules and regulations for
these funds, but in short – there needs to be a well penned bid to justify the money.
No bid, no money! Speak to your PSAO if you have ideas or need examples of successful bids.
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PERSONALITY CHANGES:


Maj Nick Spratley handed over command of JFS to Maj Charlie
Montgomery RE in June (pictured right). Charlie joins us from Army HQ,
where he was responsible for acquisition and upgrade of key Sapper kit
from Manoeuvre Support to EOD & Search.



Maj (QM) Bill Duncan, picked up on the August promotion board and
moves out to Norway as SO1 Geo. We are on a 'wait out' from APC
Glasgow as to who his replacement will be.



Maj Jim Edwards RE handed over command of 225 Fd Sqn to Maj Darren
Williams R Mon RE(M). Darren returns to the Regiment following his time
at Army Training Unit (West Midlands).



Capt 'H' Tuckett transferred to Wales UOTC in April. He is amongst good company, joining fellow
Militiamen, Lt Col Andy Pritchard (CO) and Maj Graham Owen (Regt 2IC).



2Lt Jonathan Bateman, only with us briefly, has begun the regular commissioning process at
RMAS - we wish him the best of luck in his future career.



WO1 (RSM) Paul Jones handed over to WO1 (RSM) Jason Davies. Mr Davies, like his
predecessor, started out as a Sapper in 108 Sqn, before joining the Regular Army. Paul
commissions on posting as the Amph Tp Comd, 75 Engr Regt, based with the M3 Rigs in Minden,
Germany. Paul joins a number of former Militiamen (Lt Col Andy Windram, and former OC of 225
Sqn Maj Jim Edwards, now 75's Trg Maj) who will drive that unit onwards and upwards.



WO1 (SMI) Cattle finishes his regular career and has handed over to WO1 (SMI) Barker.



WO1 (SMI Res) John Darlington has retired after hugely valuable service to the Regt as both a
member of the Permanent Staff and more latterly as a reservist.



WO2 (QMSI) Carroll leaves 100 Fd Sqn to become QMSI Trg at Wyke Regis, he hands over to
WO2 (QMSI) Kingham.



WO2 (QMSI) Sturch leaves JFS and posts back to the UK as he prepares to resettle into civilian
life. He will be replaced in due course by WO2 (QMSI) Bradbury.



SSgt Owen leaves 225 Fd Sqn and is replaced by SSgt Simpson who will support the Stoke
detachment as PSI.



On the civilian side Mr Keith Robinson retired after long service to the Regiment at RHQ, 100 Fd
Sqn and the REME LAD.



Mr Mark Nicholas joins the RHQ Admin Team as AO Documents.



Capt John Casey returns to Regiment from Wales UOTC on commissioning from WO2.



2Lts’ Sophie Martin (formerly Wales UOTC) and George Rawlins (formerly Bristol UOTC) both
join 100 Fd Sqn (M) as Tp Offrs in Cardiff and Bristol respectively.



LCpl Harold (CO’s driver) leaves the Regular Army, heading off to become a civilian crane op.



LCpl Rees and Cpl Howells return to the Regiment following postings to Army Training Unit
(Wales).
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APPOINTMENTS, HONOURS AND AWARDS:
Brigadier Robert Aitken CBE (former Comd 160 (Wales) Bde) was appointed Her Majesty's LordLieutenant of Gwent on 23 March.
Andrew Tuggey (former CO) was appointed a Commander of the Most Excellent Order of the British
Empire - CBE - in the Queen’s 90th Birthday Honours this year.
Andy Windram (former OC 100 Sqn) received a Commander Joint Force Command Commendation for his
work on the Defence Learning Environment (DLE) IT project.
WO1 (RSM) Paul Jones was awarded the Meritorious Service Medal immediately prior to his leaving the
Regt.
The admin team have been working hard to clear down outstanding medals and clasps with a large number
being presented during the period. Of note are the Gold Rosettes, denoting the award of 5 clasps:
Serial
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Rank
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Lt
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Spr
Spr

Name
Norgrove
Norgrove
Norgrove
Gadd
Powell
Evans
Lewis
Smith K
Smith K
Firth
O'Connell
Lucia
Harding
Warman
Simms
Howells
White
Darby
Evans
Payne
Payne
Richards
James
Lelai

Award
VRSM 3rd Clasp
VRSM 4th Clasp
VRSM Gold Rosette
VRSM
VRSM 2nd Clasp
VRSM 1st Clasp
VRSM 2nd Clasp
VRSM 1st Clasp
VRSM 2nd Clasp
VRSM 1st Clasp
VRSM 2nd Clasp
VRSM 2nd Clasp
VRSM 1st Clasp
VRSM 3rd Clasp
VRSM 3rd Clasp
VRSM
VRSM
VRSM
VRSM 1st Clasp
VRSM 4th Clasp
VRSM Gold Rosette
VRSM
VRSM
VRSM

Cpl Howells receiving his VRSM

Cpl Mattey (left) and Captain Mick England (right) both receive Lord Lieutenant Awards
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PROMOTIONS:
Feb

SSgt to WO2 Dolman
SSgt to WO2 Wall
Cpl to Sgt Biggin
Cpl to Sgt McDade
Cpl to Sgt Paul
Cpl to Sgt Roe

Jul

LCpl to Cpl Cunningham
LCpl to Cpl Dupplaw
LCpl to Cpl Glynn
LCpl to Cpl Hopgood
LCpl to Cpl Lugg
LCpl to Cpl Richards 563
LCpl to Cpl Williams M

Mar

Sgt to SSgt Makeham
Sgt to SSgt Rourke
Cpl to Sgt Wade

Aug

LCpl to Cpl Hassall
LCpl to Cpl Howells
LCpl to Cpl Jenkins

WEDDINGS:
The Castle has hosted two weddings over the summer:



WO1 (SMI) 'Beef' Cattle was married to Debbie at the Castle in July.
SSgt Paul Firth was married to Victoria at the Castle on the glorious weekend of 6th Aug.

IN MEMORIAM:
Canon Philip Morgan TD MA
It was with great sadness that we report the passing of our former Regimental Padré, Canon Philip Morgan
TD MA, who served with us from 1962 to 1974, and died peacefully on 16 July aged 88 at the Royal Gwent
Hospital in Newport. The funeral service was held on Thursday August 4th, at St Cadoc’s Church, Caerleon.
WO2 David Collins
Dave served as a member of the Permanent staff at 108 Fd Sqn (88-91?). He passed away peacefully at
Morriston Hospital on the 27th June aged 66. The funeral service took place at St Mary’s Church, Clydach
on Wednesday 20th July, followed by a committal service at Swansea Crematorium. Dave was a life
member of the Swansea REA branch and an unforgettable member of the Brian Jenkins and Pete Troke
trio of PSI's then at 108.
WO2 Paul Smith
Paul was a former Sapper in 100 Fd Sqn from its Malpas days, who went on to a full regular career in the
Corps. Paul's last posting was to the Capability Directorate Combat Support (previously wrapped up in the
EinC empire). He provided excellent support to the RE Reserves changes then underway at 8 Engr Bde.
He passed away, whilst still serving, on the 6th July aged 55. Paul was cremated at Gwent Crematorium,
Newport with the Regiment supporting.
Roberta Luxton
We regret to report that Roberta Luxton, who suffered from cancer for over ten years, finally lost the battle
and died peacefully at home in Twickenham on 19 May this year. She will be remembered with fondness
by all those who knew her. Her husband, Richard, commanded the Regiment between 1977 and 1980.
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THE DINING CLUB

President:
Joint Hon Col,
Maj Gen Davis

Chairman:

Secretary and DC newsletter editor:

Maj Keith Down

Maj John Carter

The Regimental Dining Club was formed shortly after the end of the First World War to allow Regimental officers
to keep in touch with one another. This remains the principal object of the club which is described today as
‘preserving the companionship of officers who have served in the Regiment’ by collating and sharing contact
details and news of one another and the Regiment and by organising, for its members, an annual dinner and any
other function or activity which may be approved by the Club or its Officers. It may also make cash grants in
support of the Regiment. Full details and application forms, can be found on the Regimental website:
www.rmonrem.com/dining-club
Membership
Membership is by subscription, currently £10 a year, payable by banker’s order.
All officers automatically become members of the Club when they first join the Regiment and many remain
members for life. Currently there are just under 200 subscribing members although there are many others who
have allowed their membership to lapse. We encourage them to re-join their exclusive Club.
Individuals who have an association with the Regiment, particularly those who, prior to being commissioned,
served with it, may be invited to become Associate Members.
Anyone who qualifies for membership should complete an R Mon RE (M) Dining Club application form.
To apply for membership or to notify a change of your own contact details:



john.carter1@live.com / 01594 563 455 / 07968 996 725

For all other matters:




kg.down@btinternet.com / 01179 509 950 / 07775 597 365
RMonREM-RHQ-Adjt@mod.uk / 01600 711 434 / 07791 954 969

Do you receive the Dining Club Newsletter by post? If the answer is yes and you have an email address we
would be very pleased if you would send it to us so that we can contact you by email in future. Otherwise, don’t
worry, we will continue to send your newsletters by Royal Mail!
If you would like to write to us, the address hasn’t changed since 1853:
The Dining Club, The Castle, Monmouth, but it now has a postcode: NP25 3BS.
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REGIMENTAL MERCHANDISE
Obtainable from Sub-unit and RHQ PRI stock, the full range of Regimental Merchandise can be seen on
the Regimental Website.

Regimental Shop stock includes (L-R): Embroidered T-shirt (£8); Regimental Plaque (£18.50); Regimental
History by Graham Watson “ Militiamen and Sappers” (£12.50).

Embroidered Poloshirt (£14).

REGIMENTAL TRUST
The Regiment’s Charitable Trust (#1093105) is a wholly voluntary
charity that has ownership of the Regiments extensive collection
of silver, memorabilia and other chattels, which are on loan back
to the Regiment for its use. It also supports the wider life of the
Regiment.– sporting, adventure training, welfare, recruiting and
representational activities to name but a few.
The Charitable Trust is dependent on donations for its funding
and does not employ any staff. Since being formally registered in
2002, it has paid out on average over £4k per annum in support
of the Regiment.
It can only do this with your support – please sign up and donate
today! - http://rmonrem.com/trust/
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REGIMENTAL MUSEUM
The museum is open daily from 2 -5 pm from 1st
April to 31st October. Admission is free, but
donations are always welcome!
Run by volunteers, the museum tells the story of
R Mon RE(M) from the starting muster roll in 1539
to the present day.
www.monmouthcastlemuseum.org.uk

A LOOK FORWARD:
Key dates Sep to Dec 2016

Key dates Jan to Apr 2017

September
3/4
- Sqn 5, Dining Club dinner.
17/18
- Regt 5 at Monmouth
October
8/9
10-28
15-28

January
7/8
7-20
racing
21/22

- Regt 6 at Caerwent (assured w/e)
- Ex CAMBRIAN PATROL 16
- Ex AUTUMN RIDE 16

November
8
- Top Table Event
12/13
- Sqn 6 Remembrance Weekend
26/27
- Sqn 7

- Sqn 8
- Ex TELEMARK TITAN Army ski
- Regt 8 in Weymouth

February
4/5
5-14
18/19

- Sqn 9
- Ex FROZEN DRAGON
- Regt 9 MATTs at Penally

March
2-5
4/5

- Dining Club Battlefield Tour
- Regt 10 in Swynerton (assured w/e)

December
3
- Offrs, WOs’ & SNCOs’ Winter Ball
10/11
- Regt 7 Christmas Weekend

Useful contact numbers:
RHQ:
Adjutant:
ROSO and welfare officer:
RCMO:
Militia Capt:
PSAO 100 Fd Sqn (M):
PSAO 225 Fd Sqn (M):
PSAO Jersey Fd Sqn (M):
Regt’l Museum

01600 712 935
01600 711 434
07970 628 544
01600 711 460
01600 711 452
01633 838 006 ext 5
0121 541 4202
01534 755 202
01600 772 175

Bulletin Board:




We are keen to get contact details for past members of the Regiment, or to hear their news.
If you have content to publish, please clear with your chain of command and ask for it to be
forwarded it to the Adjt.
If there are items or areas that you would like to see in this, your newsletter – please let us know!
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